
Key Summary

SQLB-1567 Logfileprealloc doesn't pre-allocate the log file to full size

SQLB-1625 SQLBase 11 does not have the dynamic debugging facility (creating a log file 'on the fly')

SQLB-1897 Need to add Unicode Program data types to sqlbnn doc in api.pdf

SQLB-1942 sqldbn() not working as documented, only returning the FIRST DBNAME of a SB server...

SQLB-2010 An update of a long varchar is not reusing page space

SQLB-2015 Error 9010 (GCI CLO) when reading data from a large database and sending to a different one

SQLB-2028 Reported problem with certain non-English characters .NET provider

SQLB-2036 .NET data driver : InvalidCastException for string data type

SQLB-2038 EDP for 11.7 SP1 is missing the new DDEX files

SQLB-2041 Bugs in .NET Provider reported by Advo-Web

SQLB-2048 .NET driver considers some SQL commands to be stored procedures

SQLB-2049 SELECT query that uses @IF with Oracle outer join returns wrong number of rows

SQLB-2050 Having an index with null columns sometimes returns the wrong number of rows

SQLB-2055 A select with distinct and order by clause crashes the server

SQLB-2056 An alter table fails if a role exists

SQLB-2059 SQLBase to accept a bind of a datetime numeric that exceeds the maximum length

SQLB-2061 Check database reports corrupted index incorrectly

SQLB-2062 NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT puts nulls in NVARCHAR columns
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SQLB-2063 Inserting a DateTime.MinValue (1.1.0001) in a column of type DATE actually inserts 1.1.2001

SQLB-2065 Fix concurrency bug that causes the server to hang

SQLB-2068 .NET driver fails with a select on a table with a special character

SQLB-2069 Wrong results are given for a select - after update statistics, correct results are given

SQLB-2075 Server hanging twice a day

SQLB-2077 An unload from a 11.6 dataabase where a system table has had a column added fails with 11.7

SQLB-2078 SQLBaseOLEDB from ADO crashes the server

SQLB-2080 Command line parameters to stop and unregister a service don't seem to work

SQLB-2083 Problem with creating a sqlbasedatareader and the field in the database has null value

SQLB-2085 Triggers are corrupted on a 'croatia' database

SQLB-2092 Japan country setting doesn't work with .NET provider
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